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ABSTRACT
In orJer to teach students about American Indian

culture, it is suggested that a chronological approach be taken in
terms of where it all began, what it all means, and what of the
entire Indian story is pertinent to geographic education for the
student of any age. Archeology dates man's arrival in North America
further and further back. This suggests that the earliest arrivals
moved north along the Asiatic littoral, east by way of the Koryak
corridor, and pushed into Alaska peCaps 40,000 years ago. Time and
the new environments helped to differentiate 3 contemporary cultures
in the 3 different environments in the western America of some 12,000
to 10,000 years ago: the bison hunters, the basketmakers, and the
millers. After agricunure was developed in Mexico about 5000 B.C.,
the agricultural arts were diffused both north and south. By the time
Europeans arrived, hunters of bison lived on the Great Plains,
farmers lived in Mexico and the American Southwest, and groups who
supplemented their agriculture by hunting lived in the East. Finally,
at present, Indians have reached a stage of disadvantagement, tae
aspects of which can be taught at all levels of the school program.
(LS)
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PREFACE

This Special Publication is Daniel Jacobson's presidential
address to the General Session of the Fifty-fourth Annual Meet-
ing of the National Council for Geographic Education held in
Kansas City on November 1-3, 1968. This timely topic should
prove interesting and valuable to educators.



TEACHING THE AMERICAN INDIAN IN
THE AMERICAN SCHOOL: AN ADVENTURE

IN CULTURAL GEOGRAPHY
INTRODUCTION

It has been a decade of almost complete turmoil. We have
been involved in a bloody war in Vietnamthe end of which is
still rot in sight. We have been witnesses to the migration of
American Negroes to northern cities, to the ghettoization of
Negro life, its accompanying poverty, lack of hope, and binding
frustrations. We have seen the ghetto explode in Los Angeles,
Cleveland, Newark, Detroit, and other American communities.
We have vritnesscd the assassination of American political
leadersof an American President. We have been the victims
of polluted water, polluted air, and murder on our highways.
Crimq seems to be everywhere rampant. The gun and billy-club
seem to speak for law and order. We have seen the rise of the
dissidents- -the far right, the far left, the studentssome of
whom would destroy our institutions, others of whom seek only
their own identity, and some who even cry for their country.
The turmoil of the decade has produced deep tensions in Ameri-
can life and threatens the very fabric of the Republic.

The world of the school has itself been in turmoil. The
decade has witnessed major battles for desegragation of the
American school, has witnessed a revolution in educationa'
gadgetry,' has produced the most numerous and far-reaching
curriculum innovations in the history of American education,,,
and is mounting at long last a strong effort to improve teacher
training.3

The problems of the country are well known to all of us;
solutions to them, however, are not quite so readily apparent.

What can we in education, particularly geographic educa-
tion, do to help solve the problems? How, in short, can we
help to save the Republic?

We can by no means make the ultimate decisions. But we
can focus, microscope sharpusing every bit of geographical
skill that we can musterupon the social imperatives of our
times. The problems of urbanization, the nature of ghetto or
reservation life, the origins and dispersals of human populations,
the questions of pollution, crime, poverty, and war are all sus-
ceptible to geographical analysis. So, too, is the all-important
process of culture change. And all lend themselves well to treat-
ment in the classroom.
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A CASE IN POINT
Tonight we focus upon a case in point, a minority group

long a problem in the American community, and as Gilberto
Freyre has suggested, "the first culture to be subtly and system-
atically degraded."' Struck by the savage onslaught of Euro-
peans and Americans both, the Indians reeled back. By 1802
not an Indian remained in what is now the State of New Jersey
and Lenni-Lenape remnants could be found in Canada, Pennsyl-
vania, and points west." In North Dakota, the 'Mandan, ravaged
by smallpox in 1764 a-id kzain in 1837their numbers reduced
from 9,000 to a bare 150managed through the chaos to retain
their culture and identity; their women married Ilidatsa men,
and men from other tribes, but raised their children in the
Mandan way.6 Unfortunately, however, time would prude only
for Mandan extinction. Farther south, the Konsati of Alabama,
members of the viable Creek Confederacy, and long-time friends
of the French traders, were dealt a paralyzing blow by the
Treaty of Paris, 1763.7 Fearful of the English newcomers the

Koasati inaugurated a series of migrations that would lead
themquite shatteredto Louisiana, Texas, and Oklahoma.
Perhaps they were the lucky ones; other tribes of the South
were forced to walk what the Cherokee described as "the
Trail of Tears."

Frum every quarter of the Americas tales of woe, of change,
of new adaptations, of reductions to mission or reservation, of
degradation and frustration, and despite the efforts of Washing-
tonthe General Allotment Act of 1887,8 the Indian Reorgani-
zation Act of 1931,9 the Termination Resolution of 1953," and
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the good intentions sincestill no real solution to the centuries
old Indian problem.

Where did it all begin? What does it all mean? What of the
entire Indian story is pertinant to geographic education?to the
student in the tender years?in the middle grades?in senior
high school?

It occurs to me that four items are especially significant:
1) the question of Indian origins and migrations, 2) the rise
and development of the distinctive Indian cultures, 3) the
changes that have occurred in Indian cultures through time, 4)
the present-day Indian and the conditions under which he lives.

THE QUESTION OF ORIGINS AND AIIGRATIONS
Strange notions have long been held concerning the origins

of the Indians. Individual enthusiasts have championed Indian
origins from Egypt, Carthage, Spain, Scandinavia, Wales, the
mythical islands of Atlantis and Mn, West Africa, Tatary, and
northeastern, southeastern, and southeastern Asia." Edward
King, the Viscount Kingsborough, a passionate lover of Mexican
antiquities, believed until his dying day in 1837, that the Indians
of Mexico were descended from the so-called ten "Lost Tribes"
of Israel, who supposedly reached North America in the 5th
century B.C." The Articles of Faith for the Book of Mormon
still part of the creed of the Church of Latter Day Saints
notes that North America was originally settled by Jaredites,
probably Sumerians, who wondered to these shores directly
from the Tower of Babel, and later by Lehi, the Hebrew, and his
followers who arrived in the 7th century R.G. While the Jare-
dites vanished from the earth in the 2nd century B.C., the seed
of Lehi continued to thrive. A group of his descendants--the
Lamanitesbecame the American Indians.

Long-range dating in archeology, however, has continued
to push the time of man's arrival in North America further
and further back. Fo!som point discoveries made in New Mexico
in 1926, and in many places east of the Rockies subsequently,
indicated occupation by man of the American earth at least
10,000 years ago." Stones implements and hearths, associated
with bison, mammoth, and mastodon remains unearthed in
Sandia Cave, New Mexico in 1935, pushed man's beginnings on
the continent to perhaps 15,000 years ago." More recently radio-
carbon dates in excess of 20,000 years for hearths, split and
burned animal bones, and a few stone implements were pub-
lished for Tule Springs, Nevada"although largely discredited
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today"and even earlier radiocarbon dates have been reported
from Santa Rosa Island off the California coast.22 George F.
Carter would push man's beginnings in North America even
farther backperhaps to the earliest days of the Wisconsin
Iceperhaps even earlier.18

Certainly many of the "strange notions" concerning Indian
origins are no longer tenable. The radiocarbon dates coupled
with faunal remains, the associated flora, what we know of
Mongoloid man himself, and the extent of the continental glaci-
ation during the Wisconsin Iceall brought into focustend to
lend support to the movement by man over the Alaskan Land
Bridge.12 The earliest arrivals, moving north along the Asiatic
littoral, east by way of the Koryak corridor, pushed into Alaska
perhaps 90,000 years ago." A later migration (perhaps 25,000
years ago) stemming from the Asiatic interior, may well have
used the Lena River drainage to provide access to the Arctic
shoreand ultimately to the land bridge. The migrants and their
descendants may well have pursued their food supplies north
of the Brooks Range, east along the Arctic coast, and south
through the non - glaciated valley of the Mackenzie River. They
may have set up their campsites on the Great Plains of the
United States more than 20,000 years ago.

Man obviously did not cease his migrations on the Great
Plains. He crossed the Rocky Mountains into the pluvial lake
coultry of the Great Basin,22 he crossed or bypassed the tower-
ing Sierras and settled or the Santa Barbara Coast and neigh-
boring islands; he began hip travels toward the south and east.

THE RISE AND DEVELOPMENT
OF THE INDIAN CULTURES

Time and the new environments helped to differentiate the
cultures. Carl 0. Sauer documents three contemporary cultures
in three different environments in the western America of some
:2,000 to 10,000 years ago:22 the Old Bison Hunters, who hunted
the now extinct bison on the Great Plains; the Old Basketmakers
who subsisted besides the pluvial lakes of Utah and Nevada on
aquatic birds, fish, the meat of the ground sloth, and other
animals, and the Ancient Millers of southern California, who
ground acorns by rubbing and crushing them with handstones.

Coeval hunting cultures also existed in Eastern America."
In southeastern Michigan the mastodon was a favorite target,'
And evidence is mounting that other big-game hunters were
busy between Alabama and Massachusetts.2-

4
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While the above mentioned cultures were thriving, Indian
groupsno doubt Ancient Millerswere pushing south into
Mexico and beyond. Their descendants were using milling stones
and manos near the Strait of Magellan 8,000 years ago."

Meanwhile, hunting and seed gathering economies dominated
the drying Great Basin and California areas. Hunting continued
to be the forte of the men of the Great Plains and the East.
Stone knives, scrapers, celts, awls of bone, bannerstones, and
net sinkers, found at many sites in the Delaware, Hudson,
Raritan, and Passaic river valleys, and dated between 6,000 and
7,000 years ago, help to suggest the activities of New Jersey's
early Indian peoples.27 The fast-spreading hunters had moved
north and east to Labrador and south and east to Florida. They
had helped to occupy the entire American landscape.

THE AGRICULTURAL REVOLUTION
But a revolution of major significance was brewing in

Mexicoin southern Tamaulipas and the Tehuacan Valley of
Puebla. It was to change completely the relationship between
man and his land. The Indians had discovered the arts of plant
domestication." Radiocarbon dates for gourds, pumpkins, run -
'let beans and chile peppers found in Tamaulipas, range from
7,000-5,600 B.C." During the same period in the Tehuacan Valley
sometime-farmers were raising squashes and the avocado. Maize,
or Indian corn, was first domesticated in or near the Tehuacan
Valley about 6,000 B.C. From these Mexican centers the agricul

5
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aural arts were diffused both north and south. Pod corn was
grown in New Mexico in about 4,000 B '1 Other varieties were
also diffused to the American Southwest, and much later to the
eastern parts of the continent. Maize was grown in Chiapas in
3,000 B.C. and in Peru between 1,000 and 1,500 B.C. By 500 A.D.
most of the Indian peoples in the eastern part of North America
were raising maize, squashes, and beans. In the historic period
following the Columbian voyages maize was grown by the
Indians frcm the upper St. Lawrence Valley to North Dakota
and south to Chloe Island ia Chile 3"

Is all of this beyond the child in the tender years?in the
middle school: Certainly not.

To assume that we should wait to encourage and
help children to gain concepts of time and change until
they can hanale true chronology is to deprive children
of one of the important learnings of early childhood.
To defer help and encouragement in this area is to
frustrate a basic intellectual need ef today's young
children. Adults must shuttle back and forth with chil-
dren from the present to the past as they react to the
ever-present urge tr., understand what has gone before.31
I have seen fifth glaciers literally jiimp from their seats,

arms raised high, endeavoring to answer questions concerning
the "far away" and the "long age." Senior high students, not
nearly as demonstrativenot nearly as vocalare certainly
more than equal to the task.

CULTURE CHANGE
By the time of the European arid American conquests, the

Indian cultures had been greatly diversified. Fortunately a fine
device is readily available to assist the teacher and student in
classifying the Indian tribes and cultures of the perioda map
of the cultul a .eas.32 Because it is based upon the ramifications
of a single attribute the economy or food area is especially use-
ful for young children.," Between 1760 and 1800 caribou
hunters occupied the northern reaches of the continent ;34 hunters
of the new bison moved from place to place on the Great Plains;
salmon fishermen and hinters of sea mammals lived on the
Pacific shore between northern California and Alaska; gather-
ers of wild seeds occupied the Great Basin, the Columbia Pla-
teau, and most of California; farmers lived in much of Mexico,
and the American Southwest, and groups who supplemented
their agriculture by gathering, hunting. and fishing lived be-
tween the Gulf Coast and the upper St. Lawrence Valley.
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The peoples who dwelled in these so- called food areasthe
Haida, the Hopi, the Nez Perce, the Mandan, the Dakota, the
Chippewa, the Micmac, the Huron, the Iroquoisand tribes al-
most ad infinitum, all have their separate tales to tell in time
and place. All offer painful, tragic or sometimes heartening and
hopeful examples of the way man lives with respect to his fel-
low man and the way he lives in his environment.

A 7th gra,ler in Louisiana undertaking a study of the
Koasati, for example, might be advised by her teacher to pursue
the methodology of historical geography.E' She might soon learn
that the Koasati were members r f the Creek Confederacy, tha',
they migrated from Alabama to Lousiana, that they have been
on Bayou Blue, their present whereabouts, for only a relatively
short time.

THE CREEK CULTURE OF 1750 AND
THE KOASATI EXAMPLE3e

The Creeks were farmers of the American Southeast. T.n
1760 they held the land between the Tombigbee River on the
west and the Ocmu lgee River on the east." In earlier tines
Creek lands had extended to the Atlantic Ocean, but by 1760
English settlement was already pressing the Creeks imstward.

The Creeks were town dwellers who lived in fifty separate
communities on the Chattahoochee a Id Pint rivers, and the
Coosa and Tallapoosa rivers." English traders ,eferrr l to the
former as the Lower Creeks, to the Tatter as the Upper Creeks.
One Upper Creek town was called Koasati;,'' it was sitrated
in the broad lowland valley of the Alabama River.
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Creek townsthe Koasati town among them all contained
a public square." Four one-story rectangular buildings of
wooden frame were set up in a square facing the cardinal points
of the compass. Only the front of the buildings, facing the
square itrM, wire open. Each was normdly divided into three
parts.

The building facing the east was given over to the men of
highest rank ; the buildings on the south side were occupied by
the warriors; those on the north side by leaders whom the
traders galled "second men ;" tie west-facing cabin contained
either the necessary apparatus for making town repairs, or
was the cabin of the young people.

The town s wire was the public meeting place of the Creeks.
Here the town leaders met to discuss preparations for wat, ar-
rangements for religious ceremonies, or simply cenvet ed among
themsevles "

Complements to the public square were the rhunkey yard and
hot h )use.42 The former was located at the southwest corner of
th:-. square, the latter at the northwest corner. Here the Creeks
participated in their tribal dancing and in gan.es such as the
ball-play. The chunkey yard was the summer playground; the
hot house was used in winter.

In the canter of the chunkey yard stood an obelisk of pine
thirty or forty fret high at the top of which a pennant was sus-
pended. It was the object at which the warriors aimed in the
bow-an-arrow contest. Shorter "slave posts" were also found
i the chunkey yard. Captives of the Creeks were bound there
before being burned or otherwise tortured. By 1760 the chunkey
yard had already lost much of 4..s significance. It was swept
clean each day but the former rites were rarely practiced."

The Creeksthe Koasati among themparticipated in four
economic pursuits: agriculture, hunting, fishing, and gathering."
Agriculture was, perhaps, the basic pursuit. Maize provided the
staple crop, but was often accompanied in the same field by
peas, beans, squashes, pnmpkins, melons, potatoes, and rice. The
work in the fields was performed by both men and women,
although the i riltial chores of girdling the trees and preparing
the ground for planting were the responsibility of the men clone.
For planting the dibble, or digging stick was employed, while
the only other significant imp:ement used was a crude 1- c. made
from a bent stick or piece of flint 45 Fertilization, known to
other Indian tribes of North Atnerim, was apparently unknown
to the Creeks."

8
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On an island in tit.. '.,00sa River the K,:vasati clans were
allotted pieces of emr.1.47 Each allotment was carefully demar-
cated by hn artificia' boundary. Only one levy was exacted from
the a fixed portion of the harvest was donated to the
public granary for storage. In this way the Koasati and their
Creek neighbors protected themselve.: during war emergencies,
czainst poor yields, and permitted travellers through their
country to be fed nt the expense of the entire commanity. To
further insure an adequate food supply individual Creek families
maintained small gardens behind their dwellings in m.11ich peas,
beans, maize, and pumpkins were planted. These personal plots
were cared for by the women or children. Unfortunately, travel-
ers through the Creek country did net provide the dimensions
of the Creek fields. We can only estimate their size.

Hunting and fishingthe work of the mensupplemented
agriculture.48 Hunted were the deer, bear, beaver, otter, raccoon,
and squirrel. The bear and the deer were the prize animals, the
former for its flesh, the latter for its fat.

The favorite weapon employed for the kill was the bow of
black locust or hickory, and the arrow manufactured from cane.
On hand, too, was the white man's gun, the adoption of which
was resisted for a time, although eventually accepted as part
a changing pattern. The Indian learned to use it well. When
pursuing small game or birds the Creeks were adept in the
use of the cane blowgun.

Fishing was carried on by utilizing the bow and Arrow, hook
and line, spear, gun, by building traps or dams, by using hand
nets, fish poisoning, and the fire

Gathering was the work of the women.

Trade, too, was an important factor in the economy. It had
been significant even in pre-Columbian days, the Creeks ex-

9
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changing goods with Indian tribes as far nor th as Lake Superior,
and vith their near neighbors on 913 Gulf of Mexico 49 Copper,
flint, and stone implements, pipes, ornaments of shell, animal
skins, obsidia and mica were exchanged. These were carried
by Indian traders along well-established trails through the
wildern 19.

The corning of the Europeans, particularly the traders, to
the Creek towns, had far reaching effects upon the Indian
economy. As early as 1744 French traders had prozured from
the Indians 100,000 deer pelts, as well as bison, otter, and beaver
skins." These were exchanged for guns, bullets, powder, razors,
needles, knives, woolen good', ribbons, blue and red cloth,"
blankets, and brandy. The English traders were also active at
the time. In 1741 forty six English traders, operating from
Augusta, were emoged in trade with the Creeks and Chicka-
sainP Their prime interest was the deer pelt for which they
gave up ammunition, guns, rum, and cloth.

With two bitter competito:s in the field, each attempting to
secure a monopoly, the Indians stood to gain. It seems certain
that the Creeks came to favor those traders who could supply
them with the best goods at the cheapest prices. During the
decade 1740-1750, the Alabama and Koasati towns were under
the influence of the Frenc10 This may have been due to the
fact that French powder was easier to deliver from Mobile Bay
to the Alabama and Koasati tov, ns than it was to bril4 it inland
from the English trading centers on the Atlantic coast. In addi-
tion French powder was charly superior to the English powder.
And a French fort stood close by to protect French interests."

To offset these disadvantages the English attempted to sell
more rum to the Indians." They did not, however, sell to the
Koasati, which maddened the latter, and caused them to complain
to the French. In 1751 English traders visited the Koasati town
in order to stir up trouble against the French. It was not, how-
ever, until the French were driven from the continent in 1763
that the English enjoyed a clear trading monopoly. Robert
Walton, trader to the Koasati town, introduced the pig to the
Indian." Before long fences appeared in the Koasati fields; the
Indian* became actively engaged in stock raising.

THE MIGRATION PERIOD
When the French were eliminated from the Alabama-Tom-

bigbee basin, Koasati in small bands began to leave the mother
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town on the Alabama." A public square was erected on the
Tombigbee, but was soon abandoned.'" As the whites, particu-
larly the Georgians and Carolinians pressed westward, so too,
did the Indians. Bands of Noasati appeared in Louisiana in
1795.55 Before long Koasati settlement had spread westward
into Texas. In 1822 240 Koasati were on the Trinity River-
50 on the Neches; there were 35 tribesmen on Red River,
Louisiana in the same year.° By 1850 the Red River settlement
was being abandoned in favor of the Texas communities .6'

Meanwhile, Koasati bands were also collecting on the Cal-
casieu River in Louisiana ten miles southwest of the present
city of Kinder.b2 When a nepidemic struck the Texas communi-
ties a place of refuge was found by many of the stricken in tIn.
Koasati community on the Calcasieu. At the time of the Civil
War this so-called Indian Village site was the largest of the
Koasati communities.

It is regrettable that in the century between the Treaty of
Paris (1763) and the Civil War (1861-1865), the years of the
Koasati migrations, that little was recorded of the tribe and
their lifeway.

The following represents at best an attempt at cultural
reconstruction. It will deal for the most part with the Koasati
sites and economy.

Following the pattern established in the Creek Confederacy,
the Koasati continued to be town dwellers, Two prime qualifi-
cations were deemed necessary for a town site :c3

1. it had to be one in which the soils and climate were
conducive to the r9ising of maize, peas, and beans,
as well as additional supplementary crops.

2. the site had to be located on a river navigable for
canoes.

Throughout the migration period, whether on the Red,
Sabine, Trinity, or Calcasieu rivers these prime considerations
were followed."

Whether or not the Koasati set up a town square at these
sites is not known for certain. No mention is made of a town
square in the letters of the Indian agents to their superiors in
Washington."'' There is no mention of the town squire by later
field workers. However, the possibility of its existent: .emains.

11
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The Koasati who abandoned the Alabama River for Oklahoma
during the Creek removal set up a town square in their new
home," and at Indian Village in Louisiana the complement of
the town squarethe chunkey yard is known to have existed.
In was called itbitka by the Koasati, or "the big ground," and
was used primarily for dancing and for games such as the
ball play."

During the migration period the Koasati continued to farm
when possible, to fish, to hunt, and to gather. Methods em-
ployed were remarkably like those used on the Alabama River.
It was trade that upset the Koasati lifeway. The Indians having
relied after 1763 solely upon the English traders for guns, bul-
lets, powder, razors, metal knives and utensils, woolen goods,
and cloth were suddenly cut off from the traders after their
departure for the west, and were compelled to utilize inctnsingly
the resources of the land and their own resourcefulness to earn
their livelihood. For the Koasati this was a blow of significant
proportions. It may well account, at least in part, for a retro-
gression in Koasati material cultureparticularly in the eco-
nomic lifeway.

Whereas the Koasati who had lived on the Alabama River
were primarily agriculturists, the Indians of the early migra-
tions were first and foremost hunters, fishermen, and gatherers,
who supplemented th.lse activities by planting corn, beans, pump-
kins, and peas.

12
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TUE BAYOU BLUE COMMUNITY
In 1884 the Koasati moved for the last time." White settlers,

taking advantage of the terms of the Homestead Act of 1862,
obtained 160 acre homesteads in the Koasati area. The Koasati,
who did not own the land, were forced to abandon it. They moved
to the Bayou Blue fifteen miles to the east."

Nine years after their arrival, Reverend Paul Leeds ob-
served them for the first time.

Idleness, drunkeness, aimlessness and poverty
marked their daily life, indicating no shadow of the
knowledge of God, or his saving grace.

Small-bark roofed huts were their homes ; game
corn and wild fruits in season their main diet, and
drinking liquor, wild dancing, and a crude form of
racket ball formed their usual pastime. There is no evi-
dence that they were a treacherous or warlike people,
or ever participated in a massacre of the whites. Their
women were usually chaste and faithful to their hus-
bands and they were g,T,Lerally a peaceful and harmless
folk ?0

But the existing evils among the Koasati, as he
understood them, Leeds set as one of his missions in
life to r erect. A Congregationalist, he was instrument-
al in na. ig St. Peter's Congregational Church built in
the community. The Indians completed the church build-
ing in Sept( mber, 1901, From the pulpit Leeds exhorted
against the ball play, against the tribal dances, against
the consumption of alcoholic beverages. And while ball
play and dances were carried on in secret in fields
distant from the church for a number of years after
Leed's arrival, they were ultimately discootinued."

In peopling their new-found home the Koasati abandoned
in part the traditional Creek custom of settling on river sites
favorable for canoe traffic; the Bayou Blue, ehallow, avid clogged
with cypress trees, is bar ly navigable. The land on either side
the bayou was similar, however, to the land from wlich they
had come, and could be easily tilled.

The Koasati farmed, fished, hunted, nd gathered once more.
But this idyllic economic pattern, changed little from the days
of the Creek Confederacy, was shattered by the coming of the
rice farmer to southwestern Louisiana, and ultimately to the
lands known to belong to the Koasati.

Rice had been planted by the Acadian farmers soon after
their arrival in the eastern portions of the Louisiana prairies

13
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in 1755.72 They learned to raise rice in small ponds, planted it
by hand, cut and threshed it with sickle and flail, and hulled
the grain with mortar and pestle. The work was laborious; the
crops were small. But these methods were retained until the
arrival on the Louisiana prairies of the farmers from the Middle
West.

In 1882 the Southern Pacific Railroad was extended across
the prairie. With it came an influx of farmers from Iowa, Illi-
nois, and Nebraska who were anxious to plant rice on the prairie
utilizing the methods best known to them. The venture was im-
mdcliately crowned with success. The problems of irrigation,
cultivation, harvesting, and milling were all systematically work-
ed out. David Abbott was responsible for solving the problem
of raising water from the bayous to the prairie by a system of
chain buckets. Later, wells were dug and canal systems and lat-
erals, for dispatching water through the fields were laid out.
The machinery of the Middle West was introducedespecially
the binder and reaper. By World War i the tractor was replac-
ing the mule as the chief "beast of burden." Rice farming was
becoming the chief form of land utilization on the southwestern
Louisiana prairies.

The land was quickly populated. Farmers from the Middle
West and the more enterprising. Acadian farmers from the east-
,ern Louisiana prairies moved to the southwestern prairies. So,

an important role in the Koasati economic revolution which was
to follow.

too, did many Negroes. In 1910 Odell Bertrand, an enterprising
French-speaking rice farmer, arrived 'n the Yoasati community
itself. A friend of the Indians, he and other of like mind, played

The Koasati were no longer to be subsistence farmers,
hunters, fishermen, and gatherers. They were to work the fields
of the Acadian farmer s. They were to become wage earners; they
have remained so to this very day.

THE PRESENT-DAY INDIAN
For the child in school the questions of Indian origins and

migrations, the rise and development of the distinctive Indian
cultures, and the changes that have occurred in Indian cultures
through time are but preludesalbeit very significant onesto
the problems of the present-day Indian and the conditions under
which he lives.
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There is no question that "THE ECONOMIC POSITION
of the Indians is less favorable than that of any other American
mn,ority group. In most Indian communities the pattern is one
of bare subsistence, with the result that some of the nation's
worst slums are to be found on Indian reservations."73

Unemployment on the Tongue River Reservation runs over
81 %; on the Rocky Boy Reservation-90%." A recent visitor
to the Wind River Shoshone Reservation reports that few
people are workingthat the tribe is supported largely by wel-
fare."

Problems of health, of cou-se, are related to those of poverty.
Many problems in Inc:an health stem from inade-

quate sanitary faelities, contaminated water, sub...tan-
dard housing, deficiencies of essential foods, and ignor-
ance about when and how to obtain medical services.
These conditions prevail among all impoverished rural
folk in the nation, but many Indians suffer under two
special handicaps: one, a culture that often ignores
modern sanitary practices; and two, lives that are spent
in remote and sparsely settled areas."
While conditions are perhaps improving Peter Farb points

cut :hat
The average age of death for an Indian today is

forty-three years, for a white sixty-eight years. Death
from dysentery is forty times greater among Indians
than whites; influenza and pneumonia death rates are
twice as high. Middle-ear infections are No widespread
that on some reservations a quarter of the children have
suffered permanent hearing loss. Trachoma, an infec-
tious eye disease that often causes blindness is virtually
nonexistent in the United Statesexcept on the reser-
vations. A survey made a few years ago on the San
Carlos Apache Reservation in Arizona showed that
61% of the children between five and eighteen were
afflicted."
In education the record is equally dismal. The late Senator

Robert F. Kennedy, Chairman of the Subcommittee on Indian
Affairs, could report that

The drop-out rate for Indians is twice the national
average. Their level of education is half the national
average, and their achievement levels are ft.r. below
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the rest of the students. The longer an Indian child
stays in school the further behind he falls.

These youngsters are often taught by teachers who
are indifferent to them and their problems, and th's in-
difference finds its way into the hearts of the children
themselves.... One-fourth of elementary and secondary
school teachers by their own admission would prefer
not to teach these children. Indian children, more than
any other group, believe themselves to be "below aver-
age" in intelligence. Indian twelfth-graders have the
poorest self-concept of all minority youngsters of that
age tested.

No wonder so many of these ch_ldren abandon their
pride and their purpose and leave school. They are trap-
ped in a society which offers them neither a decent
place nor hope of improvement. So the cycle of poverty
and despair is carried on with each generation."

Aspects of the problems of the present-day Indians can be
taught at all levels in the school program. For the tender years :
What is a reservation? How do the present-day Indians earn
their livelihood? What diseases flourish on the reservations and
why? What is their geographical distribution? For the middle
school add the historical- geographical dimension. Add assimila-
tion and termination to the child's vocabulary. Using inquiry
and discovery have the child dig into the cases of the Menomini
and the Klamath. What is meant by self concept? How does the
reservation Indianthe non - reservation Indian fee) about him-
self and why? Add for the high school student case studies on
water rights, education, poverty, heelth problems and perhaps
onWhere does the Indian go from here?

The task is not nearly as difficult as it ised to be, for the
materialsbooks, visuals and the liketo assist teachers and
students are becoming increasingly available." And in the view
of this evaluator they are certainly bett:r than ever.

CLOSING REMARKS
It is important, I believe, that the United States survive.

Our message to humanity has been clear and distinct. We believe
in the freedom and integrity of every human soul. During many
periods in our history we have failed of our purpose. We have
been particularly negligent in handling the problems of the red
man and the black man. There is no longer time for error. For
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us in the schoolsfor us in geographic educationthe task is
clear. We must concentrate on the :racial imperatives of our times.
Every child passing through the grades must be made aware of
these social imperativesmust be made aware of the fact that
Indian is human being, that Negro is human being, that every
man is human being. One way to begin is to concenti..:te on the
American Ind±ans as a case in point. Teachers of America, find
for yourselves, as I have, a thrilling experience, an adventure
in cultural geography.
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